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a b s t r a c t

Level 3 of the ERTMS/ETCS improves the capacity of railways by replacing fixed-block sig-
nalling, which prevents a train to enter a block occupied by another train, with moving
block signalling, which allows a train to proceed as long as it receives radio messages
ensuring that the track ahead is clear of other trains. If messages are lost, a train must stop
for safety reasons within a given deadline, even though the track ahead is clear, making the
availability of the communication link crucial for successful operation.
We combine analytic evaluation of failures due to burst noise and connection losses with

numerical solution of a non-Markovian model representing also failures due to handovers
between radio stations. In so doing, we show that handovers experienced by a pair of chas-
ing trains periodically affect the availability of the radio link, making behavior of the over-
all communication system recurrent over the hyper-period of periodic message releases
and periodic arrivals at cell borders. As a notable aspect, non-Markovian transient analysis
within two hyper-periods is sufficient to derive an upper bound on the first-passage time
distribution to an emergency brake, permitting to achieve a trade-off between railway
throughput and stop probability. A sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to train
speed and headway distance, permitting to gain insight into the consequences of
system-level design choices.
� 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) (UIC, 1999a,b) aims at improving performance, reliability, safety,
cross-border interoperability, and maintenance costs of European railway networks. Developed by the European Union and
several industrial manufacturers, it has become a worldwide success, with several installations and investment programs
outside Europe (e.g., China, India, Australia).

The ERTMS relies on the European Train Control System (ETCS), an automatic train protection system which continuously
supervises the train to ensure that the safe speed and distance are not exceeded. A track-side Radio Block Centre (RBC) peri-
odically receives for each train a Position Report (PR) and the results of the integrity check. In turn, the on-board European
Vital Computer (EVC) of each train receives from the RBC a Movement Authority (MA) specifying the maximum allowed
advancement, the maximum allowed speed depending on the track morphology, and possible temporary speed restrictions.
This supports safe control of the distance between a foregoing train and the chasing train that follows: whenever the chasing
train reaches the allowed advancement position defined by the most recent MA, an emergency brake is activated by its EVC
and the train is safely stopped.
Vicario).
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The ERTMS/ETCS is specified at three levels of operation. Level 1 (L1) uses track-side equipments to detect free railway
blocks and perform train integrity checks, computes the MA by summing track circuits that are neither occupied nor in out-
of-service or exclusion conditions (fixed-block signalling), and transmits the MA via transponders (balises) placed at a regular
distance (non-continuous track-to-train communication). Level 2 (L2) relies on the Global System for Mobile Communications
– Railway (GSM-R) (continuous bidirectional communication), reducing maintenance costs (balises are used only to transmit
train position and line information) while making the availability of the radio channel critical for correct operation. Level 3
(L3) avoids train detection systems by considering the train itself as a moving-block, computing the MA from the minimum
safe rear-end of the foregoing train (moving-block signalling), further improving line capacity and maintenance costs. While
the ERTMS/ETCS-L2 is implemented by most railway lines, the ERTMS/ETCS-L3 is the most promising level in terms of capac-
ity gains and track-side installation savings.

The ERTMS/ETCS has been widely addressed in the literature (Ghazel, 2014), with specific focus on L2 (Flammini et al.,
2014, 2006; Abbaneo et al., 2006; Qiu et al., 2014; Hassami and Foord, 2001) and L3 (Zimmermann and Hommel, 2003,
2005; Carnevali et al., 2015; Hermanns et al., 2005; Babczyński and Magott, 2014; Esposito et al., 2003; Neglia et al.,
2016). In Ghazel (2014), a subset of the System Requirements Specification of the ERTMS/ETCS is translated into a condi-
tional transition system, supporting automated verification of safety, interoperability, and liveness properties. In
Flammini et al. (2014, 2006), sensitivity analysis of a multi-formalism model of the ERTMS/ETCS-L2 evaluates the influence
of design parameters on the probability of system-level failure modes, reducing the cost of components while fulfilling RAM
(Reliability, Availability, Maintainability) requirements. Static analysis of the software of the trackside subsystem of the
ERTMS/ETCS-L2 is performed in Abbaneo et al. (2006), supporting correctness verification, traceability, and refactoring. In
Qiu et al. (2014), the ERTMS/ETCS-L2 railway signalling system is modeled as a system of systems using statecharts, and
its dependability parameters are evaluated by considering human factors, network failures, and imprecise failure and repair
rates. Risk forecasting for the on-board and trackside subsystems of the ERTMS/ETCS-L2 is performed in Hassami and Foord
(2001) by leveraging a cause-consequence model and a systematic analysis framework.

In Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005), probabilistic parameters derived from the ERTMS/ETCS-L3 specification are
cast in a hierarchical approach supported by the TimeNET Tool (Zimmermann et al., 2006), modeling failures of the radio
communication due to burst noise, connection losses, and handovers between radio stations. Though showing that han-
dovers have a major impact on communication failures, modeling is restricted and inter-times between crossing of subse-
quent cell borders are represented as exponential variables, so as to avoid multiple concurrent generally-distributed timers
(enabling restriction) (Ciardo et al., 1994; Choi et al., 1994). Analysis results are integrated within a model of location and MA
exchange, using rare event simulation to derive the steady-state probability of an emergency brake, proving that trains can-
not follow each other in braking distance as envisaged by the specification.

The approach of Carnevali et al. (2015) develops the results of Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005) by presenting a
communication model with multiple concurrent non-exponential timers, computing an upper bound on the first-passage
probability that a train is stopped due to a communication failure. Reliability analysis of the ERTMS/ETCS-L3 is also
addressed in Hermanns et al. (2005), leveraging discrete-event simulation supported by the Möbius Tool (Courtney et al.,
2009). In Babczyński and Magott (2014), probabilistic parameters of Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005) are used to
develop a performance statechart model of the ERTMS/ETCS-L3 communication and operation, evaluating the probability
of an emergency stop as a function of the distance between chasing trains. A formal methodology based on UML StateCharts
is applied in Esposito et al. (2003) to verify the wireless communication protocol against CENELEC requirements, specifically
EN 50128 (CENELEC, 2011) and EN 50159 (CENELEC, 2010). In Neglia et al. (2016), an actual implementation of a moving-
block system for metro is considered, modeling the periodic communication between an on-board controller and an external
ground controller. As typical in the literature on the ERTMS/ETCS-L3, except for (Carnevali et al., 2015), the approach focuses
on the steady-state rate of train stops due to communication failures, which is evaluated through a closed-form expression
under the simplifying assumption of independent packet losses.

In this paper, we characterize the first-passage time distribution to an emergency brake due to communication failures in
the ERTMS/ETCS-L3. To this end, we exploit non-Markovian modeling to account for the regular quasi-periodic sequencing of
cell borders, showing that handovers experienced by a pair of chasing trains are dependent events that periodically affect the
communication availability (Section 3). Solution is achieved by combining analytic evaluation of failures due to burst noise
and connection losses with transient analysis of an approximate model that accounts also for failures due to handovers (Sec-
tion 4), leveraging Stochastic Time Petri Nets (STPNs) (Vicario et al., 2009) for model specification and the method of stochas-
tic state classes for its analysis (Horváth et al., 2012). Given that behavior is recurrent over the hyper-period of the processes
of message generation and cell border arrival, stochastic analysis within two hyper-periods is sufficient to derive an upper
bound on the first-passage time distribution to an emergency brake over a time interval of arbitrary duration. A sensitivity
analysis is performed with respect to different system parameters, supporting selection of a convenient headway in a trade-
off between stop probability and line capacity/throughput (Section 5). Finally, we draw conclusions and discuss next steps
(Section 6).

To make the paper self-contained, we recall STPNs and stochastic state classes (Section 2), and, for readability, we report
proofs in the Appendix (Section A).
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. Stochastic Time Petri Nets

An STPN is a tuple hP; T;A�
;Aþ

;m0; F;W; E;Ui where: P is the set of places; T is the set of transitions; A� # P � T and
Aþ # T � P are the sets of precondition and postcondition arcs, respectively; m0 : P ! N is the initial marking;

F : T ! ½0;1�½EFTt ;LFTt � associates each transition t with a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) FðtÞ : ½EFTt ; LFTt � ! ½0;1�,
where EFTt 2 QP0 and LFTt 2 QP0 [ f1g are the earliest and latest firing time, respectively; W : T ! R>0 associates each tran-
sition with a weight; E and U associate each transition t with an enabling function EðtÞ : NP ! ftrue; falseg and an update
function UðtÞ : NP ! NP , which associate each marking with a boolean value and a new marking, respectively.

A place p is an input or an output place for a transition t if hp; ti 2 A� or ht; pi 2 Aþ, respectively. A transition t is immediate
(IMM) if EFTt ¼ LFTt ¼ 0 and timed otherwise; a timed transition t is exponential (EXP) if FtðxÞ ¼ 1� e�kx over ½0;1� with
k 2 R>0, and general (GEN) otherwise; a general transition t is deterministic (DET) if EFTt ¼ LFTt > 0 and distributed otherwise;
for each distributed transition t, we assume that Ft is the integral function of a Probability Density Function (PDF) f t , i.e.,
FtðxÞ ¼

R x
0 f tðyÞdy. IMM, EXP, GEN, and DET transitions are represented by thin black, thick white, thick black, and thick gray

bars, respectively; enabling functions, update functions, and weights are annotated next to transitions as ‘‘? expression”,
‘‘place = expression”, and ‘‘weight ¼ value”, respectively.

The state of an STPN is a pair hm; si, wherem is a marking and s : T ! RP0 associates each transition with a time-to-fire. A
transition is enabled by a marking if each of its input places contains at least one token and its enabling function evaluates to
true; an enabled transition t is firable in a state if its time-to-fire is equal to zero. The next transition t to fire in a state
s ¼ hm; si is selected among the set of firable transitions T f ;s with probability WðtÞ=Pti2Tf ;sWðtiÞ. When t fires, s is replaced

with s0 ¼ hm0; s0i, where:

� m0 is derived from m by: removing a token from each input place of t, which yields an intermediate markingmtmp; adding
a token to each output place of t, which yields a second intermediate marking m0

tmp; and, applying the update function
UðtÞ to m0

tmp;
� s0 is derived from s by: (i) reducing the time-to-fire of each persistent transition (i.e., enabled by m;mtmp and m0) by the
time elapsed in s; (ii) sampling the time-to-fire of each newly-enabled transition tn (i.e., enabled by m0 but not by mtmp)
according to Ftn ; and (iii) removing the time-to-fire of each disabled transition (i.e., enabled by m but not by m0).

In general, the marking process underlying an STPN is a Generalized Semi-Markov Process (GSMP) (Haas, 2006) where all
times-to-fire run with the same speed and token moves are deterministic.

An STPN is a fully stochastic model: given an initial distribution for the vector of times-to-fire s, the STPN identifies a
unique probability space hX;F ;Pi, where the set of outcomes X includes all and only the feasible timed firing sequences
of the model. By disregarding the stochastic parameters F and W, the STPN hP; T;A�

;Aþ
;m0; F;W; E;Ui identifies an underly-

ing non deterministic model hP; T;A�
;Aþ

;m0; E;Ui, which comprises an instance of the Time Petri Net (TPN) formalism (Lime
and Roux, 2003; Berthomieu and Diaz, 1991) and whose set of feasible timed firing sequences coincides with X.

2.2. Analysis based on the method stochastic state classes

The method of stochastic state classes (Vicario et al., 2009; Horváth et al., 2012) permits the analysis of STPNs with mul-
tiple concurrent GEN transitions. Given a sequence of firings, a stochastic state class encodes the marking and the joint PDF of
the times-to-fire of the enabled transitions and the absolute elapsed time sage. Starting from an initial stochastic state class,
the transient tree of stochastic state classes that can be reached within a time tmax is enumerated, enabling derivation of
continuous-time transient probabilities of markings (forward transient analysis), i.e., pmðtÞ :¼ PfMðtÞ ¼ mg 8 0 6 t 6 tmax,
8m 2 M, where fMðtÞ; t � 0g is the marking process describing the marking MðtÞ of an STPN for each time t P 0 and M
is the set of reachable markings.

If the STPN always reaches within a bounded number of firings a regeneration, i.e., a state satisfying the Markov condition,
its marking process is a Markov Regenerative Process (MRP) (Choi et al., 1994), and its analysis can be performed enumer-
ating stochastic state classes between any two regenerations. This results in a set of trees that permit to compute a local and
a global kernel characterizing the MRP behavior, enabling evaluation of transient marking probabilities through the numer-
ical solution of Markov renewal equations (regenerative transient analysis). Trees also permit to compute conditional proba-
bilities of the Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) embedded at regenerations and the expected time spent in any marking
after each occurrence of any regeneration (Martina et al., 2016), supporting derivation of steady-state marking probabilities
according to the Markov renewal theory (regenerative steady-state analysis).

While stochastic state classes support quantitative evaluation of an STPNmodel, the set X of behaviors of the STPN can be
identified with simpler and more consolidated means through non-deterministic analysis of the underlying TPN model. In
this case, the state space is covered through the method of state classes (Berthomieu and Diaz, 1991; Vicario, 2001; Dill,
1989; Lime and Roux, 2003), each made of a marking and a joint support for sage and the times-to-fire of the enabled tran-
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sitions. In this approach, enumeration of state classes starting from an initial marking provides a representation for the con-
tinuous set of executions of an STPN, enabling verification of qualitative properties of the model, e.g., guarantee, with cer-
tainty, that a marking cannot be reached within a given time bound (non-deterministic transient analysis).

The ORIS Tool (ORIS Tool; Carnevali et al., 2011) efficiently implements the method of stochastic state classes, including
regenerative transient, regenerative steady-state, and non-deterministic analyses.

3. Quantitative modeling of communication failures

In the communication between an RBC and a pair of trains, a PR sent by the foregoing train to the RBC and the correspond-
ing MA sent by the RBC to the chasing train comprise an end-to-end message. Transient failures of the GSM-R may cause the
loss of end-to-end messages, impairing the up-link transmission of PRs or the down-link transmission of MAs, due to three
causes identified in the ERTMS/ETCS specification:

� burst noise causing temporary unavailability of the communication link;
� connection losses due to transient failures of devices;
� handovers between the communication areas of neighboring Base Transceiver Stations (BTSs), occurring when a train
reaches the border of a GSM-R cell.

When multiple consecutive end-to-end messages are lost, the MA of the chasing train is not updated and an emergency
brake may occur even when the trains are at safe distance. The maximum number M of consecutive losses that can be tol-
erated before an emergency brake depends on the headway distance sh between trains, on their nominal speed v, and on the
signalling period Tmsg in the generation of PRs:
sh P sb þ ðM þ 2ÞTmsg v ð1Þ

where sb is the minimum braking distance, and ðM þ 2ÞTmsg v is the distance covered by the chasing train since the times-
tamp of the PR of the last successful end-to-end transmission, i.e., the time when the foregoing train started the integrity
check reported in that PR. For any given values of Tmsg and v, a greater sh reduces capacity but makes signalling immune
to a larger number M of consecutive losses.

In this section, the three causes of failure are characterized through separated STPN models, and their impact on the com-
munication availability is finally composed with an STPN model of generation and transmission of PRs and MAs. Stochastic
parameters are derived following the methodology of Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005), with some changes reflecting
amendments introduced in the evolution of the ERTMS/ETCS specification (ERA, 2016, 2014; AA.VV., 2005). While models
will be instantiated on selected significant values, parameters can be varied so as to cover most of the specification, under
two restrictions that become crucial for the feasibility of the applied solution technique. The first restriction guarantees that,
when the foregoing train generates a PR, the last MA sent by the RBC has already been delivered to the chasing train or lost.

Hypothesis 1. The delay stx from the dispatch of a PR by the foregoing train until the receipt of the corresponding MA by the
chasing train is not greater than the PR generation period Tmsg.

Given that stx 6 5:56 s and Tmsg 2 ½5;12� s (Zimmermann and Hommel, 2003, 2005), the restriction rules out the cases
with Tmsg 2 ½5;5:56� s, but still covers most of the specification range with Tmsg 2 ½5:56;12� s. With typical speed

v ¼ 300 km h�1 and braking distance sb ¼ 3 km (Zimmermann and Hommel, 2003, 2005), and with Tmsg ¼ 6 s equal to the
minimum integer satisfying Hypothesis 1, the number of tolerated losses M turns out to be 2 if sh 2 ½5;5:5Þ km, 3 if
sh 2 ½5:5;6Þ km, and 4 if sh 2 ½6;6:5Þ km. Note that, according to Hypothesis 1, the delay from the timestamp of a PR until
the receipt of the corresponding MA, usually termed packet age (Zimmermann and Hommel, 2003, 2005), is at most 2Tmsg.

The second restriction guarantees that the variability in the size of GSM-R cells is not such that one of the two trains can
encounter two handovers while the other one remains within the same cell.

Hypothesis 2. The time TBTS needed to cover the minimum distance sBTS between two consecutive BTSs is not lower than the
time Th needed to travel the headway distance sh, plus a time Trec needed to establish a connection with the next BTS after a
cell handover, plus a random time jitter sj needed to cover a variable distance sj accounting for the possibly not regular
displacement of BTSs, i.e., Th þ sj þ Trec 6 TBTS.

The latter restriction is satisfied in most of the range of variability of parameters in the actual practice. Based on
Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005) and ERA (2014), we consider Trec ¼ 0:5 s and sBTS ¼ 7 km. With typical speed

v ¼ 300 km h�1 and headway sh 2 ½5;6� km, we obtain TBTS ¼ sBTS=v ¼ 84 s and Th ¼ sh=v 2 ½60;72� s. To satisfy Hypothesis
2, we consider jitter sj 2 ½0;10� s, which corresponds to sj ¼ v sj 2 ½0;0:83� km, representing variations in BTS displacement
in the order of 10% of sBTS. For a comparative study with respect to nominal parameter values, in the experiments we con-

sider values of v within the range ½200;300� km h�1, without violating Hypothesis 2 while still allowing a margin
sj ¼2 ½0;0:83� km.
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3.1. Model of burst noise

As in Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005), GSM-R failures due to burst noise are represented using the Gilbert-Elliot
model, which alternates availability and burst periods of exponential duration. The model is represented by the STPN in
Fig. 1, where the EXP transitions startBurst and endBurst represent the arrival and the termination of a burst, respec-
tively. In AA.VV. (2005), the arrival time of bursts is prescribed to be (i) larger than 20 s in 95% of the cases and (ii) larger
than 7 s in 99% of the cases, while the duration of bursts is prescribed to be (iii) lower than 0:8 s in 95% of the cases and (iv)
lower than 1 s in 99% of the cases. According to this, rate kburst ¼ 0:002565 s�1 is safely defined so as to fit requirement (i),
yielding an EXP random variable sburst stochastically smaller than the EXP random variable s0burst with rate
k0burst ¼ 0:001436 s�1 that would fit requirement (ii), i.e., Pfsburst 6 xg P Pfs0burst 6 xg 8x 2 ½0;1Þ. In a similar manner,
lburst ¼ 3:7446 s�1 is safely selected so as to fit requirement (iii), yielding an EXP random variable mburst stochastically larger
than the EXP random variable m0burst with rate l0

burst ¼ 4:6051 s�1 that would fit requirement (iv), i.e.,
Pfmburst 6 xg 6 Pfm0burst 6 xg 8x 2 ½0;1Þ.

While other distributions could be applied to fit the specification, for instance continuous phase-type distributions
(Horvath et al., 2000; Longo and Scarpa, 2009), in this specific model EXP distributions achieve a good trade-off between
effectiveness and simplicity of approximation.

3.2. Model of connection losses

A connection loss takes some time to be detected and re-established, and it must be canceled and re-tried if it is not suc-
cessful within a predefined timeout. Following Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005), this behavior is represented by the
STPN in Fig. 2, where: connection losses are assumed to occur with exponential inter-arrival times, represented by the EXP
transition loss with rate kloss ¼ 2:77� 10�8 s�1, fitting the requirement that the probability of a connection loss per hour be
not larger than 10�4; and, the detection delay is represented the DET transition indicate, fitting the worst case detection
delay T indicate ¼ 1 s.

According to AA.VV. (2005): the timeout is modeled by the DET transition fail, fitting the worst case timeout T fail ¼ 10 s
prescribed by the specification; and, the result in each trial is represented by the IMM transitions estP and failP, with
weights set equal to 0.9999 and 0.0001, respectively, so as to fit the worst case success probability 0.9999 prescribed by
the specification.

Finally, the reconnection time in case of success shall be (i) less than 5 s in 95% of the cases and (ii) less than 7:5 s in 99%
of the cases (AA.VV., 2005). These prescriptions are safely modeled by the EXP transition connect with rate
kconnect ¼ 0:5991 s�1 fitting requirement (i), yielding an EXP random variable stochastically larger than the one with rate
k0connect ¼ 0:6140 s�1 that would fit requirement (ii).

3.3. Model of cell handovers

BTSs are installed at regular distance typically every sBTS ¼ 7 km (ERA, 2014), in normal operating conditions trains travel
at approximately constant speed, and railway lines are nearly straight. According to this, disconnections due to cell han-
dovers occur in a quasi periodic manner, at different times for the foregoing and the chasing train. To capture the quasi peri-
odic structure of this behavior, the arrival of handovers at the foregoing train is represented as a periodic process with jitter,
with an initial phase offset, while the arrival at the chasing train is modeled so as to occur after a delay corresponding to the
time spent to cover the headway. Specifically, the period TBTS ¼ 84 s is defined so as to fit the time spent to traverse a cell
Fig. 1. STPN model of communication failures due to burst noise (time expressed in s).



Fig. 2. STPN model of communication failures due to connection losses (time expressed in s).
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with size sBTS ¼ 7 km at speed v ¼ 300 km h�1; the jitter adds a uniform delay after the start of each period so as to repro-
duce the variability in the distance between consecutive BTSs; the initial offset is a deterministic value; and, though being a
random variable in practice, also the headway delay is modeled as a deterministic value, so that it can be varied (with the
initial offset and the nominal speed) in a parametric evaluation, providing better insight on the sensitivity of the ERTMS/
ETCS-L3 performance.

The model is represented by the STPN in Fig. 3. A token in places Handoverft and Handoverct means that the foregoing
train and the chasing train are disconnected for a handover, respectively; the handover of the chasing train occurs with a DET
delay after the handover of the foregoing train, represented by transition headway whose duration Th corresponds to the
time spent to cover the headway sh; for each train, reconnection occurs after a DET delay represented by transitions recon-
nectft and reconnectct, respectively, fitting the maximum allowed reconnection time of 0:3 s (Zimmermann and Hommel,
2003, 2005). The firing of transition cellBorderft or offsetft brings a token in place Jitter, representing the arrival of the
foregoing train at the nominal point of a cell border; the actual arrival occurs after a random jitter, modeled by the uniformly
distributed transition jitter. The DET transition offsetft fires only once and accounts for the first arrival at a nominal cell
border after a delay Oft; whereas, transition cellBorderft has no input places and thus fires periodically every 84 s starting
from the first arrival, which empties place Offsetft and thus sets true the enabling function ?Offsetft=0.

3.4. Composed model

The STPN of Fig. 4 represents the periodic generation of PRs by the EVC of the foregoing train, the subsequent transmis-
sion to the RBC, and then the transmission of the MA from the RBC to the EVC of the chasing train, following the commu-
nication model of Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005): the DET transition genMsg with value Tmsg models the
periodic execution of integrity checks by the foregoing train and the consequent PR transmission to the RBC; the DET tran-
sition rbc accounts for the maximum time TRBC ¼ 0:5 s that PR processing at the RBC is supposed to take; and, the GEN tran-
sitions transmitUp and transmitDown represent the time slink spent to send PRs from the foregoing train to the RBC and
MAs from the RBC to the chasing train, respectively, and they are associated with a piecewise uniform distribution over the
intervals ½0:55; 0:65Þ s, ½0:65;1:35Þ s, and ½1:35;2:55Þ s, with probability 0.95, 0.04, and 0.01, respectively, derived by over-
approximating the actual transmission time of a PR/MA with 0:15 s and by fitting the specification that the transmission
delay of a PR/MA is between 0:4 s and 0:5 s on average, less than 0:5 s in 95% of the cases, less than 1:2 s in 99% of the cases,
and less than 2:4 s in 99:99% of the cases (Zimmermann and Hommel, 2003, 2005). Specifically:
Fig. 3.
determ
STPN Model of communication failures due to cell handovers for train speed v ¼ 300 km h�1 (time expressed in s). Transition headway takes a
inistic value Th 2 ½54;72� s and transition offsetft takes a deterministic value Oft 2 ½0;84� Th � s.



Fig. 4. STPNmodel of end-to-end message processing and transmission (time expressed in s). Transitions transmitUp and trasmitDown have a piecewise
uniform PDF defined in Eq. (2). The enabling functions of transitions failureUp and failureDown compose the STPN with the models of disconnections
due to burst noise (Fig. 1), connection losses (Fig. 2), and handovers (Fig. 3), for the up-link and down-link communication (with places and transitions
subscripted as ‘‘ft” and ‘‘ct”, respectively).
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f transmitUpðxÞ ¼ f transmitDownðxÞ ¼

9:5 if 0:55 6 x < 0:65
0:057143 if 0:65 6 x < 1:35
0:008333 if 1:35 6 x < 2:55
0 otherwise

8>>><
>>>: ð2Þ
The IMM transitions failureUp and failureDown account for losses occurring in the down-link and up-link connec-
tion, respectively. The enabling functions on the IMM transitions, ‘‘?Handoverft ¼ 1 _ Koft ¼ 1 _ Connectedft ¼ 0” for the
uplink and ‘‘?Handoverct ¼ 1 _ Koct ¼ 1 _ Connectedct ¼ 0” for the downlink, compose the STPN with the models of Figs. 1–
3 characterizing the times of unavailability of the connection due to burst noise, connection losses, and handover disconnec-
tions, respectively. In so doing, the IMM transition failureUpmodels the loss of a PR due to a failure in the communication
from the foregoing train to the RBC, caused by the crossing of a cell border by the foregoing train (represented by a token in
place Handoverft) or due to a burst of noise in the up-link communication (represented by a token in place Koft) or due to a
connection loss in the up-link communication (represented by the absence of a token in place Connectedft). In a similar
manner, the IMM transition failureDown models the loss of a MA due to a failure in the communication from the RBC
to the chasing train.

4. Quantitative evaluation of communication failures

We characterize the first passage time distribution pðM; tÞ of the event EM that M consecutive end-to-end messages are
lost, due to a failure in the up-link transmission of a PR from the foregoing train to the RBC or in the down-link transmission
of an MA from the RBC to the chasing train:
pðM; tÞ :¼ PfEM occurs within 0; t½ Þg ð3Þ

To simplify the derivation, we evaluate the probability /ðM; kÞ that EM occurs within the time interval ½0; kTmsgÞ, i.e., within
the time instant that precedes the dispatch of the PR of the ðkþ 1Þ-th end-to-end message by the foregoing train:
/ðM; kÞ :¼ PfEM occurs within 0; kTmsg
� �g ¼ pðM; kTmsgÞ ð4Þ
Values of /ðM; kÞ provide a bounded approximation of pðM; tÞ for any t 2 RP0, given that:
/ M;
t

Tmsg

� �� �
6 pðM; tÞ 6 / M;

t
Tmsg

� 	� �
ð5Þ
Note that the laxity of the bound of Eq. (5) is practically negligible due to the fact that, by design, the expected time of EM is
significantly larger than Tmsg.

In principle, /ðM; kÞmight be evaluated by directly solving the flat model that integrates the STPNs of Figs. 1–4. However,
stochastic transient analysis implemented in the ORIS Tool (ORIS Tool), either forward or regenerative, would not be prac-
tically feasible due to the complexity of behaviors resulting from multiple concurrent GEN timers with overlapping activity
intervals. This complexity is also evident from the results of non-deterministic analysis of the underlying TPN, which was
stopped after the enumeration of more than 300,000 state classes, including at least two enabled GEN transitions in each
class and allowing an unbounded number of firings without encountering a regeneration in each feasible behavior.

Moreover, approaches based on the approximation of GEN transitions, either completely exploiting phase-type distribu-
tions (Horvath et al., 2000; Longo and Scarpa, 2009), or allowing at most one expolynomially distributed timer in each mark-
ing (Lindemann and Thümmler, 1999), appear not well suited due to the many concurrent GEN transitions with firmly
bounded support. Though avoiding model approximation, stochastic simulation would suffer the different order of
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magnitude of durations, the presence of rare events, and the need to perform the evaluation for a time span covering the
transmission of M consecutive end-to-end messages. This complexity was already addressed in Zimmermann and
Hommel (2003, 2005) for a model with a simpler structure, requiring rare-event simulation to derive measures of interest.

Given that burst noise, connection losses, and cell handovers are due to independent physical phenomena, their impact
on the GSM-R communication can be separately assessed. To this end, communication unavailability due to each failure type
is evaluated either analytically or exploiting numerical solution of the corresponding STPN model by the method of stochas-
tic state classes implemented in the ORIS Tool; note that the above mentioned approaches (Horvath et al., 2000; Longo and
Scarpa, 2009; Lindemann and Thümmler, 1999) could be applied as well to solve the individual STPN model of each failure
type, though approximation of GEN transitions would require to achieve a trade-off between result accuracy and computa-
tional complexity. Evaluation will show that: multiple losses due to burst noise can be regarded as independent events (Sec-
tion 4.1); the effect of connection losses on the communication availability is negligible with respect to the impact of burst
noise (Section 4.2); and, for values of M with practical relevance, no more than 2 out of M consecutive end-to-end messages
can be lost due to handovers, so that at least M � 2 out of M consecutive failures are due to burst noise or connection losses
(Section 4.3). Combination of all these results enables a compositional strategy for feasible and accurate evaluation of the
first passage time distribution to an emergency brake due to any cause of communication failure (Section 4.4).

4.1. Burst noise

Losses of end-to-end messages due to burst noise can be accurately approximated as independent events:

Lemma 4.1. For any set of m not necessarily consecutive end-to-end messages, the probability that burst noise causes the loss of
all the m end-to-end messages is:
pburstðmÞ ¼ Pm
burst ð6Þ
where Pburst is the probability that burst noise causes the loss of a single end-to-end message.
In turn, Pburst is derived from the probability Plink;burst that burst noise impairs the up-link or the down-link transmission:

Lemma 4.2.
Pburst ¼ 2Plink;burst � P2
link;burst ð7Þ
where Plink;burst is the probability that burst noise impairs either the up-link or the down-link transmission, and it can be upper-
bounded as:
Plink;burst 6 eP link;burst ¼ kburst
kburst þ lburst

þ lburst

kburst þ lburst
1� e�kburst maxfslinkg

 � ð8Þ
where slink is the random variable representing the duration of message transmission up-link or down-link, distributed according to
the PDF defined in Eq. (2), so that maxfslinkg ¼ 2:55 s is thus the maximum duration of the up-link or down-link transmission.

Finally, according to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, pburstðmÞ can be upper-bounded as:
pburstðmÞ 6 ~pburstðmÞ ¼ ð2 eP link;burst � eP2
link;burstÞ

m ð9Þ
To provide an intuition about the order of magnitude, by substituting values of parameters, we obtain ePburst;link ¼ 0:00719,

which yields Pburst ¼ pburstð1Þ 6 0:01432, pburstð2Þ 6 0:205 � 10�2, pburstð3Þ 6 0:294 � 10�5, and pburstð4Þ 6 0:421 � 10�7.

4.2. Connection losses

As opposed to burst noise, connection losses have a settling time that is not negligible with respect to the time that may
elapse between sequential PR transmissions, and losses in consecutive end-to-end message are thus positively correlated:

Lemma 4.3. The probability plossðmÞ that connection losses impair the transmission of m not necessarily consecutive end-to-end
messages is upper-bounded by the probability of m consecutive losses, and can thus be estimated as:
plossðmÞ 6 Ploss �
X
q2Q

Uq � uloss;qððm� 2ÞTmsg þ dÞ ð10Þ
where: Ploss is the probability that connection losses impair the transmission of a single end-to-end message;
Q ¼ flossIndication; establish; estFailg is the set of the considered initial markings; Uq is the steady state probability of marking
q; uloss;qðtÞ is the transient unavailability of the radio channel due to connection losses conditioned to the hypothesis that the initial
marking of the model of Fig. 2 is q; and, d is the minimum time between two consecutive transmissions from the RBC.
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As in the case of burst noise, Ploss is derived from the probability Plink;loss that connection losses impair the up-link or the
down-link transmission, which are independent events referring to failures of different devices on board of the foregoing and
the chasing train:

Lemma 4.4. The probability that connection losses impair the transmission of an end-to-end message is:
Fig. 5.
in s).
Ploss ¼ 2Plink;loss � P2
link;loss ð11Þ
where Plink;loss is the probability that connection losses impair either the up-link or the down-link transmission, and it can be upper-
bounded as:
Plink;loss 6 eP link;loss ¼ Uloss þ ð1� UlossÞ 1� e�kloss maxfslinkg

 � ð12Þ
where Uloss is the steady-state value of communication unavailability due to connection losses, and slink is the random variable
representing the duration of message transmission up-link or down-link, distributed according to the PDF defined in Eq. (2).

Finally, according to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, plossðmÞ can be upper-bounded:
plossðmÞ 6 ~plossðmÞ ¼ ð2 eP link;loss � eP2
link;lossÞ �

X
q2Q

Uq � uloss;qððm� 2ÞTmsg þ dÞ ð13Þ
Also in this case, to provide an intuition about the order of magnitude, by substituting parameter values, we obtaineP loss;link ¼ 0:145 � 10�6, which yields Ploss ¼ plossð1Þ 6 0:289 � 10�6, plossð2Þ 6 0:344 � 10�7, plossð3Þ 6 0:106 � 10�8, and

plossð4Þ 6 0:291 � 10�10. Note that, for values of interest ofM comprised between 2 and 4, the probability thatm out ofM con-
secutive messages are not delivered to the chasing train due to connection losses is by far lower than the probability that
they are lost due to burst noise.

4.3. Cell handovers

Cell handovers are the most probable events causing the loss of an end-to-end message, as already pointed out in
Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005). However, non-deterministic transient analysis of the composition of models in
Figs. 3 and 4 proves, with certainty, that no more than 2 out of M consecutive end-to-end messages can be lost due to han-
dovers for values of M with practical relevance.

The composed model is shown in Fig. 5, where the IMM transitions failureUp and failureDown of Fig. 4 are replaced
with the IMM transitions handoverUp and handoverDown, respectively, associated with enabling functions
‘‘?Handoverft ¼ 1” and ‘‘?Handoverct ¼ 1”, respectively, so as to remove references to the models of burst noise and connec-
tion losses, which are analyzed separately. By Hypotheses 1 and 2, the model behavior is periodic over the hyper-period HP,
defined as the least common multiple of the period Tmsg of message generation and the period TBTS of cell border arrival.
Although the model behavior repeats itself on a period of duration HP, the analysis of the model state space in the interval
STPN model accounting for end-to-end message processing and transmission, and for communication failures due to cell handovers (time expressed
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½0;HP� would not permit to observe border effects over the start of a hyper-period, i.e., losses in a sequence of M consecutive
end-to-end messages spanning over two consecutive hyper-periods. Therefore, non-deterministic transient analysis is per-
formed over the interval ½0;2HP� to prove that no more than 2 out of M consecutive end-to-end messages can be lost due to
handovers for M 6 HP=Tmsg.

Lemma 4.5. If M 6 HP=Tmsg, cell handovers affect at most 2 out of M consecutive end-to-end messages.

Given that HP=Tmsg ¼ 14, the hypothesis M 6 HP=Tmsg of Lemma 4.5 is largely verified for values of M with practical rel-
evance, which in fact range between 2 and 4.

4.4. Combined effect of the different causes of communication failures

We characterize the first-passage time distribution of an emergency brake triggered by the loss of M consecutive end-to-
end messages. To this end, we develop the derivation through the following steps:

� We derive an upper bound ~/ðM; kÞ on /ðM; kÞ through numerical solution of a model of message processing, transmission,
and loss, accounting for burst noise, connection losses, and cell handovers.

� We derive an upper-bound ~U on the probability U that M consecutive losses occur within a hyper-period.
� We extend the evaluation beyond a hyper-period, deriving an upper-bound ~bðM;HÞ on the first-passage probability that M
consecutive end-to-end messages are lost within H hyper-periods.

4.4.1. A model of message processing, transmission, and loss
The first-passage probability /ðM; kÞ that event EM (i.e., the event thatM consecutive end-to-endmessages are lost) occurs

within the time interval ½0; kTmsgÞ can be equivalently defined as:
/ðM; kÞ :¼ Pf9h 2 ½1; k� such that EM occurs within ðh� 1ÞTmsg; hTmsg
� �g ð14Þ
By the law of total probability:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

PfEM;h j:EM;i8 i 2 1; h½ Þg ð15Þ
where EM;h is the event that EM occurs within the time interval ½ðh� 1ÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ (i.e., the event that the h-th end-to-end
message is the M-th end-to-end message of a sequence of M consecutively lost end-to-end messages), and :EM;h is the event
that EM;h does not occur. According to this, EM;h j:EM;i8 i 2 ½1;hÞ is the event that the loss of the h-th end-to-end message
yields the first occurrence of event EM . This condition occurs if and only if no sequence of M consecutive end-to-end mes-
sages was lost within ½0; ðh�MÞTmsgÞ and all the M � 1 end-to-end messages sent within the time interval
½ðh�MÞTmsg; ðh� 1ÞTmsgÞ were lost:

Lemma 4.6. The loss of the h-th end-to-end message causes the first occurrence of EM if and only if: (i) :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h� 1� and (ii)
all the M � 1 messages sent within ½ðh�MÞTmsg; ðh� 1ÞTmsgÞ were lost.

Moreover, the successful delivery of the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end message is a necessary condition for the loss of the h-th
end-to-end message to yield the first occurrence of event EM:

Lemma 4.7. The loss of the h-th end-to-end message can cause the first occurrence of EM only if the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end
message was correctly delivered.

By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 and the results of Sections 4.1,4.2,4.3, an upper bound on /ðM; kÞ can be derived by: (i) considering
that event EM;h is yielded if cell handovers cause m 6 2 losses among the M end-to-end messages sent within
½ðh�MÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ, while burst noise or connection losses impair the remaining M �m end-to-end messages and (ii)
neglecting, for burst noise and connection losses, the conditioning that no sequence of M consecutive end-to-end messages
is lost within ½0; ðh� 1ÞTmsgÞ:

Lemma 4.8. /ðM; kÞ is upper-bounded by the following expression 8k > 0:
/ðM; kÞ 6
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

phandoverðM; h;mÞ �
XM�m

n¼0

pburstðnÞ � plossðM �m� nÞ ð16Þ
where phandoverðM;h;mÞ ¼ PfHm
M;h jZh�M ^ :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h�M�g;Hm

M;h is the event that m end-to-end messages are lost due to cell
handovers within ½ðh�MÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ; Zh�M is the event that the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end message is delivered; and,
phandoverð0Þ ¼ 1, pburstð0Þ ¼ 1, and plossð0Þ ¼ 1.
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By Lemma 4.8, an upper-bound ~/ðM; kÞ on /ðM; kÞ can be conveniently evaluated through numerical solution of a model
that extends the STPN of Fig. 5 with M places acting as watch variables that keep memory of which among the last M end-to-
end messages have been lost due to cell handovers. Without loss of generality, Fig. 6 shows the model for M ¼ 4:

� Place W0 models the watch variable associated with the last end-to-end message: it is empty if the message has been lost,
and it contains a token otherwise (i.e., if neither the PR nor the MA of that end-to-end message have been lost, though
they may have not been delivered yet).
Place Wm, with m 2 ½1;M � 1�, represents the watch variable associated with the ðmþ 1Þ-th to last end-to-end message: it
is empty if the message has been lost, and it contains a token otherwise (i.e., if both the PR and the MA of that end-to-end
message have been correctly delivered).

� At each PR generation, the update function of genMsg (i.e., ‘‘WM�1 ¼ WM�2; . . . ;W1 ¼ W0;W0 ¼ 1”) assigns the marking of
places W0; . . . ;WM�2 to places W1; . . . ;WM�1, respectively, and assigns a token to place W0, loosing memory of whether the
ðM þ 1Þ-th to last end-to-end message has been delivered or lost, and starting to keep memory of the last end-to-end
message. Whenever a handover impairs the up-link or the down-link transmission, the update function of
handoverUp and handoverDown (i.e., ‘‘W0 ¼ 0”) flushes the watch variable place referring to the last end-to-end mes-
sage.
Hence, in any marking n 2 MwhereM is the set of reachable markings of the model, the number of end-to-end messages
lost due to handovers among the last M end-to-end messages is:
Fig. 6.
to-end
weight
connec
m ¼ M �
XM�1

j¼0

nðWjÞ ð17Þ
� When an end-to-end message is delivered or lost due to a handover, a token arrives in place Check (through the post-
condition arc from transmitDown to Check or through the update function ‘‘Check ¼ 1” of handoverUp and
handoverDown), enabling the IMM transitions failure and noFailure. These transitions have weight f and 1� f ,
where f is the probability that M �m out of the last M end-to-end messages are lost due to burst noise or connection
losses, not conditioned on the assumption that no sequence of M consecutive losses occurred before:
STPN model of end-to-end message processing, transmission, and loss, including M ¼ 4 places W0; . . . ;W3 keeping memory of the number m of end-
messages that were lost due to handovers among the last M messages (see Eq. (17)), and with two IMM transitions failure and noFailure with
f and ð1� f Þ (see Eq. (18)), respectively, over-approximating the probability that the remaining M �m messages were lost due to burst noise or
tion losses (time expressed in s).
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f ¼
XM�m

n¼0

~pburstðnÞ � ~plossðM �m� nÞ ð18Þ

Note that transition failure cannot fire before the PR of the M-th end-to-end messages has been generated: in fact,
failure is enabled only if place C is empty; place C contains M � 2 ¼ 2 tokens in the initial marking; and, transition
genMsg reduces by one the number of tokens in C at each firing, until the place is empty (through the update function
C ¼ maxf0;C� 1g).

By Hypotheses 1 and 2, the model reaches a regeneration within a bounded number of firings at least at the end of each
hyper-period. According to this, the model can be analyzed through regenerative transient analysis with absorbing condition
Failure ¼ 1, reducing the evaluation of the probability measure of paths that encounter M consecutive losses within
½0; kTmsgÞ to the evaluation of the probability measure of any marking such that place Failure contains a token at time
ðkTmsgÞ�:
~/ðM; kÞ ¼
X
i2Ma

piððkTmsgÞ�Þ ð19Þ
where Ma is the set of reachable markings of the model that satisfy the absorbing condition Failure ¼ 1, and ðkTmsgÞ� is
the time instant that precedes the dispatch of the PR of the ðkþ 1Þ-th end-to-end message.

4.4.2. Evaluation within a hyper-period
We define U as the probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages are lost within a hyper-period of duration HP,

normalized with respect to the probability of behaviors within a hyper-period. To take into account border effects over
the start of a hyper-period, U can be conveniently expressed as a function of probabilities /ðM; kÞ computed on the second
hyper-period ½HP;2HP�:
U :¼
/ M; 2HP

Tmsg

� �
� / M; HP

Tmsg

� �
1� / M; HP

Tmsg

� � ð20Þ
Given that transient probabilities of markings of the model shown in Fig. 6 within the time interval ½HP;2HP� are not con-
ditioned by the initial values of watch variables (Lemma 4.9 and Corollary 4.1), an upper bound on U can be derived from
probabilities ~/ðM; kÞ for k 2 ½HP=Tmsg;2HP=Tmsg�, which can be computed through regenerative transient analysis of the
model up to time 2HP (Lemma 4.10).

Specifically, at multiples of Tmsg, the marking of places WM�2; . . . ;W0 is assigned to places WM�1; . . . ;W1, respectively, and a
token is assigned to place W0, loosing memory of the previous marking of place WM�1. In so doing, for any time t0 P 0 and
k 2 N s.t. k < M, memory of the marking of places WM�k; . . . ;WM�1 at time t0 is lost at time dt0=TmsgeTmsg þ kTmsg:

Lemma 4.9. 8 t0 P 0;8k 2 N s.t. k < M;8m 2 MPnXM�1
kþ1

;8w 2 MXM�1
M�k�1

:

P MPnXM�1
kþ1

ðtÞ ¼ m jMXM�1
M�k�1

t0ð Þ ¼ x
n o

¼ P MPnXM�1
kþ1

ðtÞ ¼ m
n o

ð21Þ
where t P bt0=Tmsgc þ 1

 �

Tmsg þ kTmsg; XM�1
i ¼ fWjgM�1

j¼i if i 2 N s.t. i 6 M; XM�1
M ¼ £; P is the set of places of the model shown

in Fig. 6; and, MQ is the set of reachable markings for places in Q # P.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.9, transient probabilities of markings of the model shown in Fig. 6 at any time t P HP are

not conditioned by the initial values of watch variables:

Corollary 4.1. 8 t P HP;8m 2 M;8w 2 MXM�1
0

:

PfMPðtÞ ¼ m jMXM�1
0

ð0Þ ¼ xg ¼ PfMPðtÞ ¼ mg ð22Þ

As a consequence of Corollary 4.1, values of ~/ðM; kÞ for any k P HP=Tmsg are not conditioned by the initial values of watch

variables, and can be used to derive an upper bound on U:
Lemma 4.10. An upper-bound ~U 6 U can be computed as:
~U ¼
~/ M; 2HP

Tmsg

� �
� ~/ M; HP

Tmsg

� �
1� ~/ M; HP

Tmsg

� � ð23Þ
Furthermore, for each scenario f ¼ hHm;Bn;LM�m�ni where a sequence of M consecutive losses is caused by m failures due
to cell handovers (with m 6 M), n failures due to burst noise (with n 6 M �m), and M �m� n failures due to connection
losses, the contribution of f to ~U can be easily evaluated as:
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~Uf ¼ wðmÞ � pburstðnÞ � plossðM �m� nÞPM�m
n¼0 pburstðnÞ � plossðM �m� nÞ ð24Þ
where wðmÞ is the probability that m messages are lost due to handovers within a hyper-period of duration HP, normalized
with respect to the probability of behaviors spanning over a hyper-period:
wðmÞ ¼
P

i2Ma
m
pi

2HP
Tmsg

� ��� �
�P

i2Ma
m
pi

HP
Tmsg

� ��� �
1� ~/ M; HP

Tmsg

� � ð25Þ
where in turn, Ma
m is the set of reachable markings of the model shown in Fig. 6 that satisfy the absorbing condition

Failure ¼ 1 ^PM�1
i¼0 Wi ¼ M �m.

4.4.3. Evaluation beyond a hyper-period

Due to the periodic behavior of the model of Fig. 6, an upper-bound ~bðM;HÞ on the probability thatM consecutive end-to-
end messages are lost within H hyper-periods can be derived as:
~bðM;HÞ ¼ 0 if H ¼ 0
~bðM;H � 1Þ þ ð1� ~bðM;H � 1ÞÞ � ~U if H > 0


ð26Þ
Specifically, ~bðM;HÞ is derived as the probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages are lost within H � 1 hyper-
periods (i.e., ~bðM;H � 1Þ) plus the probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages are not lost within H � 1 hyper-
periods and are then lost during the H-th hyper-period (i.e., ð1� ~bðM;H � 1ÞÞ � ~U). Solving the recurrence of Eq. (26) yields
a geometric distribution with parameter ~U:
~bðM;HÞ ¼ 1� ð1� ~UÞH ð27Þ

where ~U is derived through regenerative transient analysis of the model Fig. 6 within the interval ½0;2HP�, as illustrated in
Section 4.4.2. In so doing, Eq. (27) yields an upper-bound on the first-passage probability of M consecutive message losses
over a time interval of arbitrary duration, which can be computed without the need to extend regenerative transient analysis
of the model Fig. 6 beyond the time limit 2HP.

Moreover, the result of Eq. (27) also permits to evaluate an upper-bound ~pstop on the long-run probability pstop that a train
is stopped due to an emergency brake:
pstop 6 ~pstop ¼ srecovery
srecovery þ sbrake

ð28Þ
where sbrake ¼ HP=~U is the average time to the next emergency brake, computed as the mean value of the geometric distri-
bution of Eq. (27), and srecovery is the average time needed to restart the train after an emergency brake, which is considered
equal to 15 min in Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005).

5. Experimental evaluation

A sensitivity analysis is performed with respect to: the train speed v; the headway delay Th between trains; and, the offset
Oft of the foregoing train at the first cell border. Note that v and Th comprise dependent parameters, possibly under the con-
trol of railway operators; however, for each value of v, there is a narrow range of reasonable values for Th. According to this,
to provide better insight on the system behavior, in the sensitivity analysis we take into account also the number M of con-
secutive communication failures triggering an emergency brake, regarding Th as the headway delay that tolerates a given
number of consecutive losses.

In the following, we present results of the evaluation during a hyper-period (Section 5.1) and during a time interval of

arbitrary duration (Section 5.2), assuming train speed v ¼ 300 km h�1 in both cases; then, we present results obtained for
different values of train speed (Section 5.3) To this end, the approach combines analytic evaluation with numerical solution
of STPN models presented in Section 3. Specifically:

� we derive ~bðM;HÞ and ~pstop (i.e., upper-bound on the first-passage probability that M consecutive losses occur within H

hyper-periods and on the long-run probability that a train is stopped due to an emergency brake, respectively) from ~U
(i.e., upper bound on the probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages are lost within a hyper-period) according
to Eqs. (27) and (28), respectively;

� in turn, ~U is computed according to Eq. (23) using ~/ðM;HP=TmsgÞ and ~/ðM;2HP=TmsgÞ (i.e., upper bound on the probability
that M consecutive losses occur within ½0;HPTmsgÞ and within ½0;2HPTmsgÞ, respectively), which are derived according to
Eq. (19) from transient marking probabilities of the STPN of Fig. 6, computed by regenerative transient analysis of the
model through the ORIS Tool;
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� moreover, the weights of the IMM transitions failure and noFailure in the STPN of Fig. 6 are computed according to
Eq. (18) from ~pburstðmÞ (i.e, upper bound on the probability that m not necessarily consecutive end-to-end messages are
impaired by burst noise) and ~plossðmÞ (i.e, upper bound on the probability that m not necessarily consecutive end-to-end
messages are impaired by connection losses);

� finally, ~pburstðmÞ is derived according to Eq. (9) from stochastic parameters of the STPN of Fig. 1, while ~plossðmÞ is derived
according to Eq. (13) from steady-state and transient marking probabilities of the STPN of Fig. 2, which are computed by
performing regenerative steady-state analysis and regenerative transient analysis through the ORIS Tool, respectively.

Experiments were performed on a single core of a 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon E5640 with 32 GB RAM.
5.1. Evaluation of communication failures during a hyper-period with train speed v ¼ 300 km h�1

Regenerative transient analysis of the model of message processing, transmission, and loss shown in Fig. 6 is performed
using parameters introduced in Section 3.3, which are also recalled here for convenience: message generation period
Tmsg ¼ 6 s; RBC processing time TRBC ¼ 0:5 s; time TBTS ¼ 84 s spent to cover the minimum distance between neighboring
BTSs; time Trec ¼ 0:3 s needed to establish a connection with the next BTS after a handover; random transmission time
slink, distributed over ½0:55:2:55� s according to the PDF of Eq. (2); and, random jitter sj uniformly distributed over
½0;10� s, accounting for the possibly not regular displacement of BTSs. In addition, the analysis is performed for different val-
ues of:

� the number M of consecutive losses causing an emergency brake, typically comprised between 2 and 4;
� the time Th needed to cover the headway distance sh, which takes values according to Eq. (1);
� the offset Oft representing the minimum time after which the foregoing train crosses the first nominal cell border, which
takes values within the interval ½0; TmsgÞ so as to account for any possible synchronization delay between the period Tmsg

of message generation and the period TBTS of cell border arrival.

Specifically, for each value of Oft within the set f0;1;2;3;4;5g s, the analysis is repeated for M ¼ 2 and Th 2 f60;62;64g s
(corresponding to sh 2 f5;5:17;5:33g km, respectively), M ¼ 3 and Th 2 f66;68;70g s (corresponding to
sh 2 f5:5;5:67;5:83g km, respectively), M ¼ 4 and Th ¼ 72 s (corresponding to sh ¼ 6 km). Note that values of Th larger than
72 s are not considered not to violate Hypothesis 2.

Table 1 shows the upper-bound ~U on the probability that M consecutive losses occur within a hyper-period, computed
through Eq. (23). Results show that, regardless of the value of Oft, ~U decreases by one order of magnitude as M increases
by 1, which, according to Eq. (5), corresponds to an increase of 6 s of Th and to an increase of 0:5 km of sh; specifically, ~U
is in the order of 10�1, 10�2, and 10�3 for M equal to 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Moreover, for assigned values of M and Th,
controlling Oft would permit to reduce ~U, though it would remain in the order of 10�1, 10�2, and 10�3 for M equal to 2, 3,
and 4, respectively; in particular, a maximum reduction of nearly 10�2, 10�3, and 10�4 could be achieved for M equal to
2, 3, and 4, respectively.

Furthermore, for any combination of parameters M, Th, and Oft, the evaluation of the weight of each failure scenario on ~U
(according to Eq. (24)) proves that cell handovers have a major impact on the communication unavailability with respect to
burst noise and connection losses, and, secondarily, that connection losses have a negligible impact with respect to burst
noise. For instance, for the case with M ¼ 4, Th ¼ 72 s, and Oft ¼ 0 s, the scenarios hH2;B2;L0i, hH1;B3;L0i, and hH0;B4;L0i
(i.e., 2 failures due to cell handovers and 2 failures due to burst noise, 1 failure due to cell handovers and 3 failures due
to burst noise, and 4 failures due to burst noise, respectively), account for nearly 72.519%, 23.982%, and 3.478% of the cases
with 4 consecutively lost end-to-end messages, respectively. The remaining 0.021% of the cases is ascribed to scenarios
including at least 1 failure due to a connection loss.
Table 1
Evaluation within a hyper-period for the case with v ¼ 300 km h�1: the upper-bound ~U on the probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages are lost in a
hyper-period of duration HP ¼ 84 s, computed for different values of M; Th;Oft .

Oft M ¼ 2
Th ¼ 60 s
sh ¼ 5 km

M ¼ 2
Th ¼ 62 s

sh ¼ 5:17 km

M ¼ 2
Th ¼ 64 s

sh ¼ 5:33 km

M ¼ 3
Th ¼ 66 s

sh ¼ 5:5 km

M ¼ 3
Th ¼ 68 s

sh ¼ 5:67 km

M ¼ 3
Th ¼ 70 s

sh ¼ 5:83 km

M ¼ 4
Th ¼ 72 s
sh ¼ 6 km

0 s 0.123E�1 0.983E�2 0.123E�1 0.322E�3 0.268E�3 0.586E�3 0.153E�4
1 s 0.102E�1 0.864E�2 0.107E�1 0.201E�3 0.193E�3 0.335E�3 0.853E�5
2 s 0.899E�2 0.114E�1 0.115E�1 0.174E�3 0.343E�3 0.349E�3 0.719E�5
3 s 0.112E�1 0.132E�1 0.127E�1 0.246E�3 0.385E�3 0.374E�3 0.109E�4
4 s 0.132E�1 0.132E�1 0.107E�1 0.381E�3 0.387E�3 0.332E�3 0.183E�4
5 s 0.132E�1 0.127E�1 0.112E�1 0.386E�3 0.375E�3 0.416E�3 0.186E�4
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5.2. Evaluation of communication failures beyond a hyper-period with train speed v ¼ 300 km h�1

Fig. 7a plots the bound ~bðM;HÞ on the first-passage probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages have been lost
within H hyper-periods for Oft ¼ 0 s and for increasing values of M and Th; conversely, Fig. 7b shows ~bðM;HÞ for increasing
values of Oft withM ¼ 2 and Th ¼ 60 s, withM ¼ 3 and Th ¼ 66 s, and withM ¼ 4 and Th ¼ 72 s; in both cases, we consider a
Fig. 7. Evaluation over multiple hyper-periods for the case with v ¼ 300 km h�1: the upper-bound ~bðM;HÞ on the probability that M consecutive end-to-
end messages are lost within H hyper-periods of duration HP ¼ 84 s (time t expressed in s).
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time limit equal to H ¼ 45 hyper-periods, which corresponds to a time interval of nearly 1 h, given that the hyper-period

duration is HP ¼ 84 s and the train speed is v ¼ 300 km h�1.
As shown in Fig. 7a, given a value of Oft; ~bðM;HÞ significantly decreases by one order of magnitude as Th increases by 6 s,

which corresponds to an increase of M by 1. Specifically, at H ¼ 45, ~bðM;HÞ is in the order of 4:3 � 10�1, 1:5 � 10�2, and
6:9 � 10�4 for Th ¼ 60 s (M ¼ 2), Th ¼ 66 s (M ¼ 3), and Th ¼ 72 s (M ¼ 4), respectively; hence, a reduction of ~bðM;HÞ by
one order of magnitude is expected when Th is further increased with a step of 6 s beyond the limit of 72 s. According to
this, results of Fig. 7a could be used to select the delay Th between a pair of chasing trains so as to achieve a trade-off
between the utilization of the railway line and the probability that a train is stopped within 1 h; in turn, the delay Th cor-
responds to a headway distance sh ¼ Th v , which determines the maximum numberM of consecutive tolerated losses accord-
ing to Eq. (1).

Plots in Fig. 7b show that, for assigned values of Th and M;Oft substantially impacts on ~bðM;HÞ. Specifically, significant
variations of ~bðM;HÞ can be observed for Th ¼ 66 s and Th ¼ 72 s, though values remain within the same order of magnitude
as Oft varies. In so doing, if the synchronization delay between the integrity check on board a train and the arrivals at cell
borders could be controlled, results of Fig. 7b could permit to select the value of Oft that minimizes the probability that a
train is stopped within 1 h.

Overall, results of Fig. 7 point out that the headway distance should be not lower than 6 km not to impair the railway
throughput with too frequent emergency stops, which corresponds to a limit of M ¼ 4 tolerated losses in consecutive
end-to-end messages transmitted across the radio channel.

Similar considerations are made for the upper-bound ~pstop on the long-run probability that a train is stopped, which
decreases by one order of magnitude from 0.11685 to 0.00344 up to 0.00016 as Th increases from 60 s to 66 s up to 72 s,
respectively (considering Oft ¼ 0 s in all cases), and exhibits variations in the same order of magnitude as Oft varies while
M and Th remain fixed. Overall, ~pstop turns out to be nearly two orders of magnitude lower than the steady-state stopping
probability computed in Zimmermann and Hommel (2003) for packet age equal to 2Tmsg ¼ 12 s, anyway confirming that
the headway distance must be significantly larger than the nominal braking distance of 3 km envisaged by the ERTMS/ETCS
specification.

5.3. Evaluation of communication failures for different values of train speed

We consider three additional values of train speed in the sensitivity analysis, selected so as to satisfy Hypothesis 2 with a
non-negligible jitter sj, and to guarantee that message releases and arrivals at cell borders have harmonic periods. Specifi-

cally, we consider 280 km h�1, 233:33 km h�1, and 200 km h�1, which yield a period TBTS of arrivals at cell borders equal to
90 s, 108 s, and 126 s, respectively. The braking distance sb decreases with v, and it can be estimated from the case with

v ¼ 300 km h�1, by considering a train length of 4:1 km and a position error of 0:02 km as in Zimmermann and Hommel
(2003, 2005). Then, a lower bound on the headway distance sh is obtained from v , sb, and M according to Eq. (1), while
an upper bound is derived so as to satisfy Hypothesis 2 while allowing a jitter sj 2 ½0;0:83� km on the distance between con-
secutive BTSs. Finally, the headway delay and the time jitter are easily derived as Th ¼ sh=v and sj ¼ sj=v , respectively. For
instance, for the case with v ¼ 280 km h�1, we consider sh 2 f4:565;4:744;4:9g km for M ¼ 2 (corresponding to
Th 2 f59;61;63g s, respectively), sh 2 f5:031;5:211;5:367g km for M ¼ 3 (corresponding to Th 2 f65;67;69g s, respectively),
and sh ¼ 5:497 km for M ¼ 4 (corresponding to Th ¼ 71 s).

Values of ~U, ~bðM;HÞ, and ~pstop computed for the same values of M and Oft but for different values of v turn out to be in the
same order of magnitude, due to the fact that a reduction in speed corresponds to a reduction in the headway distance. Con-
versely, the impact of cell handovers on the communication availability decreases with the train speed, due to the fact that

cell borders are encountered less often. Specifically, for the case with v ¼ 280 km h�1,M ¼ 4, Th ¼ 71 s, and Oft ¼ 0 s, the sce-
narios hH2;B2;L0i, hH1;B3;L0i, and hH0;B4;L0i (i.e., 2 failures due to cell handovers and 2 failures due to burst noise, 1 failure
due to cell handovers and 3 failures due to burst noise, and 4 failures due to burst noise, respectively), account for nearly
51.064%, 42.123%, and 6.772% of the scenarios withM ¼ 4 consecutively lost end-to-end messages, respectively (the remain-
ing 0:041% of the cases is due to scenarios with at least a connection loss). When v decreases, it is never the case that 2 out of
M consecutive end-to-end messages are lost due to handovers, so that hH1;B3;L0i and hH0;B4;L0i account for 86.847% and

13.089% of the cases if v ¼ 233:33 km h�1, respectively, and for 83.168% and 16.766% of the cases if v ¼ 200 km h�1,
respectively.

Fig. 8 plots the upper-bound ~bðM;45Þ on the probability that M consecutive end-to-end messages are lost within 45
hyper-periods as a function of the headway distance sh. As the speed decreases, the same bound on the stop probability
can be guaranteed by a shorter headway distance; conversely, given a headway distance, the stop probability significantly
decreases with the speed, at least by one order of magnitude. All curves alternate discontinuities and segments that are close
to plateaus: the former account for an increase in the headway distance that yields an increase by 1 in the numberM of con-
secutive tolerated losses, whereas the latter correspond to intervals of the headway distance whereM remains constant. The

curves for v ¼ 200 km h�1 and v ¼ 233:33 km h�1 exhibit two longer plateaus in the intervals ½3:5;4:3� km and ½4:3;5� km,
respectively, so that the stop probability does not significantly decrease as M is increased by 1: in both cases, the effect



Fig. 8. The upper-bound ~bðM;45Þ on the probability thatM consecutive end-to-end messages are lost within 45 hyper-periods as a function of the headway
distance sh (expressed in km), computed for different values of train speed v, assuming Oft ¼ 0 s.
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of an increase ofM is balanced by the fact that scenarios where 2 out ofM end-to-end messages are lost due to cell handovers

become possible, which occurs for sh P 4 km and sh P 4:7 km in the cases with v ¼ 200 km h�1 and v ¼ 233:33 km h�1,
respectively.

Note that plateaus are not flat but rather exhibit significant variations of the stop probability, which increase in width
with the train speed, though remaining in the same order of magnitude. This effect is due to the synchronization of the
two trains in the crossing of cell borders: in fact, for a given train speed, variations in the headway distance affect the prob-
ability that both trains cross a cell border within a time interval of duration M � Tmsg. Overall, these results support the def-
inition of high-level strategies aimed at controlling the headway distance so as to minimize the impact of handovers
according to the displacement of BTSs, supporting the achievement of a trade-off between the line capacity/throughput
and the stop probability.

6. Conclusions

The ERTMS/ETCS-L3 has not been deployed yet, and it may take years before having it fully operational. Therefore, mod-
eling and analysis efforts are currently oriented to assess the specification requirements and to evaluate both operational
and degraded scenarios, with the aim of providing insight on the range of possible design choices and supporting the devel-
opment of an early deployment demonstrator. To this end, we evaluate emergency stops in the ERTMS/ETCS-L3 due to com-
munication failures, using stochastic parameters derived in Zimmermann and Hommel (2003, 2005), with some changes
reflecting amendments introduced in the evolution of the ERTMS/ETCS specification. The approach combines analytic eval-
uation of failures due to burst noise and connection losses with numerical solution of a non-Markovian model accounting
also for failures due to cell handovers. The model represents periodic arrivals at cell borders by a pair of chasing trains
and periodic message releases, leveraging regenerative transient analysis within two hyper-periods to derive the first-
passage time distribution to an emergency stop over a time interval of arbitrary duration. This result also permits to compute
the long-run probability that a train is stopped.

Experimental results prove that cell handovers mainly affect the availability of the GSM-R, though their impact decreases
with the train speed, given that cell borders are crossed less often; conversely, the effects of connection losses on the GSM-R
communication are negligible, also with respect to those of burst noise. The obtained results also suggest that the headway
distance must be significantly larger than the braking distance to effectively limit the expected number of spurious emer-
gency stops. More specifically, for any headway distance, a lower stop probability can be achieved by decreasing the train
speed, supporting the definition of high-level policies for optimization of the line capacity/throughput. On the other hand,
for each train speed, a convenient headway distance can be selected so as to minimize the impact of cell handovers, support-
ing the development of further strategies for the network control.

Based on the insight gained from the model construction, further investigation could be focused on the evaluation of a
scenario where the RBC periodically transmits an MA to the chasing train using the most recent PR received from the fore-
going train (rather than acting as a transponder that sends an MA to the chasing train in reaction to a PR received from the
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foregoing train), which would reasonably reduce the stop probability. Moreover, the proposed solution could be easily
adapted to any system that features a radio-based moving-block technology, notably metro-railways, where a high fre-
quency of trains has to be guaranteed. The approach also provides the basis to extend the evaluation to the case of multiple
trains running on the same railway line, where a spurious emergency brake causes a cascade of non-spurious stops. More
generally, a challenge would be the application of the approach to vehicle platooning, where automated control of speed
and distance aims at improving highway throughput while avoiding traffic congestion.
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Appendix A. Proofs

A.1. Burst noise

Lemma 4.1. For any set of m not necessarily consecutive end-to-end messages, the probability that burst noise causes the loss of
all the m end-to-end messages is:
pburstðmÞ ¼ Pm
burst ð6Þ
where Pburst is the probability that burst noise causes the loss of a single end-to-end message.
Proof. Transient unavailability of the radio channel due to burst noise can be easily derived from marking probabilities of
the model of Fig. 1 through forward transient analysis, i.e., uburst;qðtÞ ¼

P
n2Mburst

nðkoÞpnðtÞ, where q 2 fok;kog is the initial
marking and Mburst is the set of reachable markings. Both for q ¼ ok and q ¼ ko, after a time equal to the shortest PR gen-
eration period Tmsg (i.e., 6 s), uburst;qðtÞ is in the range �0:00003% of the steady-state value. Moreover, burst noise affects the
up-link and the down-link transmission in an independent manner, due to the headway distance between trains and the
independence of transmission devices. Based on these results, subsequent not necessarily consecutive losses of end-to-
end messages can be accurately approximated in product form as independent events. h

Lemma 4.2.
Pburst ¼ 2Plink;burst � P2
link;burst ð7Þ
where Plink;burst is the probability that burst noise impairs either the up-link or the down-link transmission, and it can be upper-
bounded as:
Plink;burst 6 eP link;burst ¼ kburst
kburst þ lburst

þ lburst

kburst þ lburst
1� e�kburst maxfslinkg

 � ð8Þ
where slink is the random variable representing the duration of message transmission up-link or down-link, distributed according to
the PDF defined in Eq. (2), so that maxfslinkg ¼ 2:55 s is thus the maximum duration of the up-link or down-link transmission.
Proof. Due to the headway distance between trains and the independence of transmission devices, burst noise affects the
up-link and the down-link transmission in an independent manner. Hence, the probability Pburst that burst noise impairs
the up-link transmission of a PR, or the down-link transmission of an MA, or both, can be derived as
Pburst ¼ Pfburst up-linkg þ Pfburst down-linkg � Pfburst up-linkg � Pfburst down-linkg. Given that the transmission time
is distributed according to the PDF of Eq. (2) both up-link and down-link,
Pfburst up-linkg ¼ Pfburst down-linkg ¼ Pburst;link, which yields Pburst ¼ 2Plink;burst � P2

link;burst.
The process of burst noise can be considered in steady-state when it affects transmitted messages, given that it is in an

unknown state at any previous time and it is independent of connection losses, cell handovers, and message transmission.
According to this, Plink;burst ¼ Uburst þ ð1� UburstÞ

R slink
0 kburst e�kbursttdt, where Uburst is the steady-state value of connection

unavailability due to burst noise, so that the first addend is the probability that burst noise is occurring when transmission
starts, while the second one accounts for the probability that the channel is available when transmission starts, but burst
noise occurs before the transmission is completed. Given that slink is a random variable with a bounded support, Pburst;link can
be safely upper-bounded by replacing slink with its maximum value maxfslinkg, which yields
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Pburst;link 6 Uburst þ ð1� UburstÞ
Rmaxfslinkg
0 kburst e�kbursttdt. Therefore, Eq. (8) is obtained by substituting

Uburst ¼ kburst=ðkburst þ lburstÞ and solving the definite integral. h
A.2. Connection losses

Lemma 4.3. The probability plossðmÞ that connection losses impair the transmission of m not necessarily consecutive end-to-end
messages is upper-bounded by the probability of m consecutive losses, and can thus be estimated as:
Fi
plossðmÞ 6 Ploss �
X
q2Q

Uq � uloss;qððm� 2ÞTmsg þ dÞ ð10Þ
where Ploss is the probability that connection losses impair the transmission of a single end-to-end message;
Q ¼ flossIndication; establish; estFailg is the set of the considered initial markings; Uq is the steady state probability of marking
q; uloss;qðtÞ is the transient unavailability of the radio channel due to connection losses conditioned to the hypothesis that the initial
marking of the model of Fig. 2 is q; and, d is the minimum time between two consecutive transmissions from the RBC.
Proof. Transient unavailability of the radio channel due to connection losses is derived from marking probabilities of the
model of Fig. 2 through forward transient analysis, i.e., uloss;qðtÞ ¼ 1�P

n2Mloss
nðconnectedÞpnðtÞ, where q is the initial

marking and Mloss is the set of reachable markings. Fig. 9 plots uloss;qðtÞ, showing that its settling time is significantly larger
than the shortest PR generation period Tmsg (i.e., 6 s) for each possible initial marking
q 2 fconnected;lossIndication;establish;estFailg. According to this, connection losses affecting the transmission
of m out of M consecutive messages are not independent events for practically significant values of M.

While the foregoing train generates PRs with period Tmsg, the starting time of MA transmissions in the down-link from the
RBC is subject to the stochastic variability of transmission and processing delays. However, the minimum time between the
first and the m-th MA transmission is not lower than ðm� 2ÞTmsg þ d, where d is the minimum time between two
consecutive transmissions from the RBC. Since uloss;qðtÞ is monotonic decreasing for any initial marking
q 2 flossIndication;establish;estFailg that represents a failure state, plossðmÞ is upper-bounded by the probability
rlossðmÞ of m consecutive losses, with the first m� 1 transmissions being equidistant with time-step Tmsg and the last one
occurring after d, i.e., plossðmÞ 6 rlossðmÞ.

In turn, rlossðmÞ ¼ Ploss � ulossððm� 2ÞTmsg þ dÞ, where the first factor is the probability that an initial connection loss has
occurred, while ulossðtÞ is the transient unavailability of the radio channel (not conditioned on the initial state), so that the
second factor accounts for the probability that the channel is still unavailable when the transmission of the m-th MA is
started. The process of connection losses can be considered in steady-state when it affects transmitted messages, given that
it is in an unknown state at any previous time and it is independent of burst noise, cell handovers, and message transmission.
According to this, ulossðtÞ is derived by weighting uloss;qðtÞwith the steady-state probability of each marking q that represents
a failure state, i.e., ulossðtÞ ¼

P
q2QUq � uloss;qðtÞ, which finally yields Eq. (10). h
Lemma 4.4. The probability that connection losses impair the transmission of an end-to-end message is:
Ploss ¼ 2Plink;loss � P2
link;loss ð11Þ
where Plink;loss is the probability that connection losses impair either the up-link or the down-link transmission, and it can be upper-
bounded as:
g. 9. Transient unavailability uloss;qðtÞ of the radio channel due to connection losses, for each possible initial marking q (time expressed in s).
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Plink;loss 6 eP link;loss ¼ Uloss þ ð1� UlossÞ 1� e�kloss maxfslinkg

 � ð12Þ
where Uloss is the steady-state value of communication unavailability due to connection losses, and slink is the random variable
representing the duration of message transmission up-link or down-link, distributed according to the PDF defined in Eq. (2).
Proof. Also connection losses affect the up-link and the down-link transmission in an independent manner, due to the head-
way distance between trains and the independence of transmission devices. Hence, the probability Ploss that a connection
loss affects the up-link transmission of a PR, or the down-link transmission of an MA, or both, can be computed as
Ploss ¼ Pfloss up-linkg þ Pflossdown� linkg � Pfloss up-linkg � Pflossdown� linkg. Given that the up-link and the down-
link transmission time are distributed according to the PDF of Eq. (2), Pfloss up-linkg ¼ Pflossdown� linkg ¼ Ploss;link, which

yields Ploss ¼ 2Plink;loss � P2
link;loss.

As already pointed out, the process of connection losses can be considered in steady-state when it affects transmitted
messages. Therefore, Ploss;link ¼ Uloss þ ð1� UlossÞ

R slink
0 kloss e�klosstdt, where Uloss is the steady-state value of connection

unavailability due to connection losses, so that the first added is the probability that a connection loss is occurring when
transmission starts, while the second one accounts for the probability that the channel is available when transmission starts,
but a connection loss occurs before the transmission is completed. Given that the model of Fig. 2 reaches a regeneration after
each firing, Uloss can be derived through regenerative steady-state analysis as the steady-state probability of any marking
such that place connected is empty. According to the above remarks, Ploss;link is upper-bounded by
Uloss þ ð1� UlossÞ

Rmaxfslinkg
0 kloss e�klosstdt, which yields the inequality of Eq. (12). h
A.3. Cell handovers

Lemma 4.5. If M 6 HP=Tmsg, cell handovers affect at most 2 out of M consecutive end-to-end messages.
Proof. Let C be the tree of state classes enumerated by nondeterministic transient analysis of the TPN underlying the model
of Fig. 5 until time 2HP. Let X be the set of paths in C that: (i) start from the initial class or from a class where the fired tran-
sition is genMsg; (ii) end with a state class reached through the firing of genMsg; and, (iii) includeM � 1 intermediate firings
of genMsg. If M 6 HP=Tmsg, then any path in X does not include more than 2 firings of failureUp or failureDown, i.e., at
any time, at most 2 out of the last M end-to-end messages can be been lost due to cell handovers. h
A.4. Combined effect of the different causes of communication failures

Lemma 4.6. The loss of the h-th end-to-end message causes the first occurrence of EM if and only if: (i) :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h� 1� and (ii)
all the M � 1 messages sent within ½ðh�MÞTmsg; ðh� 1ÞTmsgÞ were lost.
Proof. (If) Condition (ii) is sufficient to guarantee that event EM occurs within ½ðh� 1ÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ, and condition (i) guaran-
tees that this is the first one. (Only if) condition (ii) is necessary to guarantee that event EM occurs within ½ðh� 1ÞTmsg; hTmsgÞ,
and condition (i) is trivially necessary for the first occurrence of EM be at t P ðh� 1ÞTmsg. h
Lemma 4.7. The loss of the h-th end-to-end message can cause the first occurrence of EM only if the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end mes-
sage was correctly delivered.
Proof. If the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end message was lost, either some end-to-end message is delivered within
½ðh�MÞTmsg; ðh� 1ÞTmsgÞ or event EM occurs within ðh� 1ÞTmsg; in both cases, according to Lemma 4.6, the loss of the h-
th end-to-end message cannot cause the first occurrence of EM . h
Lemma 4.8. /ðM; kÞ is upper-bounded by the following expression 8k > 0:
/ðM; kÞ 6
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

phandoverðM; h;mÞ �
XM�m

n¼0

pburstðnÞ � plossðM �m� nÞ ð16Þ
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where phandoverðM;h;mÞ ¼ PfHm
M;h jZh�M ^ :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h�M�g;Hm

M;h is the event that m end-to-end messages are lost due to cell
handovers within ½ðh�MÞTmsg; hTmsgÞ; Zh�M is the event that the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end message is delivered; and,
phandoverð0Þ ¼ 1; pburstð0Þ ¼ 1, and plossð0Þ ¼ 1.
Proof. According to the results of Sections 4.1,4.2,4.3, event EM;h occurs if handovers cause m 6 2 losses among the M end-
to-end messages sent within ½ðh�M þ 1ÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ, while burst noise or connection losses impair the remaining M �m.
Hence, by the law of total probability, Eq. (15) can be rewritten as:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

XM�m

n¼0

PfHm
M;h ^ Bn

M;h ^ LM�m�n
M;h j:EM;i8 i 2 ½1;hÞg ð29Þ
where Bn
M;h is the event that n end-to-end messages are lost due to burst noise within the time interval

½ðh�M þ 1ÞTmsg; hTmsgÞ and LM�m�n
M;h is the event that M �m� n end-to-end messages are lost due to connection losses

within the time interval ½ðh�M þ 1ÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ. According to Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, the set H of all behaviors that yield
the first occurrence of EM within ½ðh� 1ÞTmsg;hTmsgÞ includes all and only the behaviors for which the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-
end message was delivered and no sequence of M consecutive end-to-end messages was lost within ½0; ðh�MÞTmsgÞ:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

XM�m

n¼0

PfHm
M;h ^ Bn

M;h ^ LM�m�n
M;h jZh�M ^ :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h�M�g ð30Þ
where Zh�M is the event that the ðh�MÞ-th end-to-end message was delivered. According to the definition of conditional
probability, /ðM; kÞ can be expressed as:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

XM�m

n¼0

PfHm
M;h ^ Bn

M;h ^ LM�m�n
M;h ^ Zh�M ^ :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h�M�g

PfZh�M ^ :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h�M�g ð31Þ
Given that failures due to burst noise, connection losses and cell handovers are independent of each other, and losses due to
burst noise are approximated as independent events according to Lemma 4.1, we obtain:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

XM�m

n¼0

PfHm
M;h ^ LM�m�n

M;h ^ WM;hg � PfBn
M;hg

PfWM;hg ð32Þ
where WM;h ¼ Zh�M ^ :EM;i8 i 2 ½1;h�M�. By the chain rule, /ðM; kÞ can be expressed as:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

XM�m

n¼0

PfWM;hg � PfHm
M;h jWM;hg � PfLM�m�n

M;h jWM;h ^ Hm
M;hg � PfBn

M;hg
PfWM;hg ð33Þ
Given that connection losses are independent of cell handover, it holds that:
/ðM; kÞ ¼
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

PfHm
M;h jWM;hg �

XM�m

n¼0

PfBn
M;hg � PfLM�m�n

M;h jWM;hg ð34Þ
By Lemma 4.1, PfBn
M;hg ¼ pburstðmÞ; moreover, by Lemma 4.3, PfLM�m�n

M;h jWM;hg 6 plossðM �m� nÞ. According to this, /ðM; kÞ
can be finally upper-bounded as:
/ðM; kÞ 6
Xk

h¼M

X2
m¼0

phandoverðM;h;mÞ �
XM�m

n¼0

pburstðnÞ � plossðM �m� nÞ � ð35Þ
Lemma 4.9. 8 t0 P 0;8k 2 N s.t. k < M;8m 2 MPnXM�1
kþ1

;8w 2 MXM�1
M�k�1

:

PfMPnXM�1
kþ1

ðtÞ ¼ m jMXM�1
M�k�1

t0ð Þ ¼ xg ¼ PfMPnXM�1
kþ1

ðtÞ ¼ mg ð21Þ
where t P ðbt0=Tmsgc þ 1ÞTmsg þ kTmsg;X
M�1
i ¼ fWjgM�1

j¼i if i 2 N s.t. i 6 M;XM�1
M ¼ £; P is the set of places of the model shown in

Fig. 6; and, MQ is the set of reachable markings for places in Q # P.
Proof. On the one hand, the behavior of the model of watch variables does not condition the behavior of the model of mes-
sage processing and transmission and the model of communication failures due to handovers, as the marking of W0; . . . ;WM�1

does not condition the enabling of any transition in the other two models.
On the other hand, the behavior of the model of message processing and transmission and the model of communication

failures due to handovers conditions the behavior of the model of watch variables through the update functions of
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genMsg;handoverUp, and handoverDown. Specifically, at multiples of Tmsg, the marking of Wi�1 is assigned to Wi

8 i ¼ 1; . . . ;M � 1, and a token is assigned to W0. At the first multiple of Tmsg following t0, which is ðbt0=Tmsgc þ 1ÞTmsg,
memory of the marking of WM�1 at time t0 is lost, and the marking of W0; . . . ;WM�2 at time t0 is encoded in W1; . . . ;WM�1,
respectively; at time ðbt0=Tmsgc þ 1ÞTmsg þ Tmsg, memory of the marking of WM�2 at time t0 is lost, and the marking of
W0; . . . ;WM�3 at time t0 is encoded in W2; . . . ;WM�1, respectively; at time ðbt0=Tmsgc þ 1ÞTmsg þ kTmsg with k < M � 1, memory
of the marking of WM�k�1; . . . ;WM�1 at time t0 has been lost, and the marking of W0; . . . ;WM�k�2 at time t0 is encoded in
Wkþ1; . . . ;WM�1, respectively; and so on, until the marking of W0 at time t0 is lost at time ðbt0=Tmsgc þ 1ÞTmsg þ ðM � 1ÞTmsg.

According to this, at any time t P ðbt0=Tmsgc þ 1ÞTmsg þ kTmsg, the transient probability of any marking m 2 MPnXM�1
kþ1

is
not conditioned by the marking of places WM�k�1; . . . ;WM�1 at time t0, i.e.,
PfMPnXM�1

kþ1
ðtÞ ¼ m jMXM�1

M�k�1
t0ð Þ ¼ xg ¼ PfMPnXM�1

kþ1
ðtÞ ¼ mg. h
Corollary 4.1. 8 t P HP;8m 2 M;8w 2 MXM�1
0

:

PfMPðtÞ ¼ m jMXM�1
0

ð0Þ ¼ xg ¼ PfMPðtÞ ¼ mg ð22Þ
Proof. By Lemma 4.9, at any time t P ðM � 1ÞTmsg, transient probabilities of reachable markings are not conditioned by the
initial values of watch variables, i.e., PfMPðtÞ ¼ m jMXM�1

0
ð0Þ ¼ xg ¼ PfMPðtÞ ¼ mg 8 t P ðM � 1ÞTmsg;8m 2 M, 8w 2 MXM�1

0
,

which in fact descends from Eq. (21) for k ¼ M � 1 and t0 ¼ 0 s. In turn, t P ðM � 1ÞTmsg is implied by t P HP, given that
t=Tmsg P HP=Tmsg ¼ 84 s=6 s ¼ 14, and values ofMwith practical relevance range between 2 and 4. Therefore, Eq. (22) is sat-
isfied 8 t P HP. h
Lemma 4.10. An upper-bound ~U 6 U can be computed as:
~U ¼
~/ M; 2HP

Tmsg

� �
� ~/ M; HP

Tmsg

� �
1� ~/ M; HP

Tmsg

� � ð23Þ
Proof. By Lemma 4.8, /ðM;HP=TmsgÞ 6 ~/ðM;HP=TmsgÞ; hence, 1� /ðM;HP=TmsgÞ P 1� ~/ðM;HP=TmsgÞ. Moreover, given that
the behavior of the model of Fig. 6 is periodic over the hyper-period HP, /ðM;2HP=TmsgÞ�
/ðM;HP=TmsgÞ 6 ~/ðM;2HP=TmsgÞ � ~/ðM;HP=TmsgÞ. Therefore, U 6 ~U. h
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